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Note- Before attempting the worksheet you must check the link you given below.
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worksheet in a simple notebook and must do exercise and question in the notebook. 
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Q1-Name the things that you enjoy doing with your family members.
1. Game-  _____________                3. Festival- ______________
2. Sport-   _____________                4. Activity- ______________

Q2- Choose the correct answer of the following questions from the given options-

 When we get traits from our parents                  ______________________
 How many types of traits we  have                       ______________________
 Who invented braille script                                    ______________________
 Name of the Helen Keller’s teacher                     ______________________
 Writing system that helps the blind

to read by feeling with hands                                ______________________

              Anne Sullivan ,  Louis Braille , Two , Braille , At birth  

Q3- Learn and rewrite the answer of the following questions-

1- Describe Helen keller.
A- Helen Keller could not hear, see or talk. She relied on her sense of touch. She used Braille to read but after the efforts of 

her teacher she began to speak. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

2- Define Braille script.
 A-    Braille is a system of reading and writing by touch used by the blind. It was invented by Louis Braille. It has six raised dots   
        that represents alphabets, numbers, and punctuation marks. 
       
       ________________________________________________________________________________________________

       _________________________________________________________________________________________________

3- Name two traits you have inherited from your parents.
Eye colour , height , dimples , blood group etc.

___________________                               __________________________   



ACTIVITIES – 

 Try to reproduce the portraits of your family member in the given box-

             Example- Portrait of Louis Braille-

 Draw alphabets , numbers and punctuation marks in Braille Script with only six dots.
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